
V A U L T E D G E  A I

DIGITIZE YOUR LENDING PROCESS 
USING VAULTEDGE GST RETURNS 

AND IT RETURNS APIs.

Launch Cash flow-based Loans using Vaultedge GST API
Compared to Annual Reports, GST Returns give you more recent
data, more detailed data and more authentic data. Vaultedge APIs
help you pull GST Returns data at invoice level and summarise the
cash flows for you. They also identify possible fraudulent transactions
in the invoice data. These APIs are helping Banks and NBFCs launch
GST Loans in a matter of weeks – from planning to execution.

Stop collecting Annual Reports & rely on Vaultedge ITR API
Collecting 3 years of Annual Reports in paper form and processing
them is a cumbersome process. It is time consuming and error prone.
Vaultedge ITR API pulls Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet data directly
from Income Tax portal. The data 100% authentic and is available
real-time. The data is summarized into your format so that you can
directly use it into your credit models



Contact us 
for a free demo and  consultation: 

Email: sales@vaultedge.com 
Web: www.vaultedge.com

Signup and start using Vaultedge APIs in minutes.

With VAULTEDGE GST and ITR APIs ,  you can 
completely  dig it ize  your  lending process.  

Provide instant loan approvals  whi le  
reducing credit  r isk  through Fraud Check.

Authentic
By connecting to source (GST Network, Income Tax Portal), Vaultedge
ensures that you are working with the most authentic data. Never
worry again about the authenticity of the financial data (P&L, BS).

Real-time
Vaultedge downloads and summarises Financial data including Profit
& Loss, Balance Sheet and GST Data in a matter of minutes. Now you
can offer a truly online and real-time experience to your customers.

Start using in minutes
Vaultedge software is available as APIs and SaaS. Vaultedge can
provide you a custom portal in a matter of minutes, which you can
use internally or roll it out to your end customers.

Fraud Check
Vaultedge collates data from different sources & applies intelligent
algorithms to identify possible fraud in the financial data. So you can
reduce your credit risk while drastically reducing the turnaround time


